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Q: unable to create a view from a trigger - oracle I have the

following model create table people ( id number not null
primary key, f_name varchar2(20), l_name varchar2(20), age

number, CONSTRAINT fk_user_id FOREIGN KEY
(f_name,l_name,age) REFERENCES user (f_name, l_name,
age)) I have a trigger to enforce the user's privacy rights

create or replace trigger person_trig after insert or update of
people on person for each row declare v_id person.id%type;

begin v_id:=:new.id; dbms_output.put_line('v_id='||v_id);
if(:new.f_name!='null') update user set privacy='public'

where (f_name=:new.f_name and l_name=:new.l_name and
age=:new.age); end if; the above code works fine when

inserting a row to the table, but for updating when the same
row is updated, I get an ORA-20001: CANNOT DELETE /

DROP/RENAME TEMPORARY TABLE: "PERSON" 08063. 00000
- "CANNOT DELETE / DROP/RENAME TEMPORARY TABLE: %s"
Why is this happening? how can I fix this? A: In your trigger
you are trying to drop a temporary table. The temp tables
have special constraints that hold the tables together. You

cannot drop the table until the temp table is dropped, which
can happen when the trigger completes. Depending on your
database version, the temp tables may have to be dropped

manually by the
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A: This error usually occurs when you have a folder with a
space in it like: C:\Program Files\ When using Cmd.exe it

needs the directory to be a single "c:\Program Files" without
a space Q: dropdown menu position fixed please can you

help me to fix the drop down menu position at the bottom of
the page (at the selected navigation menu which i used is

"services" menu. because when i used "link" it works fine but
not fixed at the bottom of the page. thanks for helping me.
here's the site: I used #websites { position: fixed; bottom:

20px; left: 20px; z-index: 10; margin-top: 20px; width: 15px;
} #services { position: fixed; right: -20px; bottom: 20px; left:

20px; z-index: 9; margin-top: 20px; width: 15px; } A: You
need to position the link within #services. #services a {

position: fixed; } I understand how an established publisher
like Image can create their own intellectual properties for old-

fashioned money. But this is a bit like making their own
Dorito’s and then selling them to the rest of the world. This is
strictly a PR and marketing ploy by Image. Especially when
they advertise these products on their website. So, by their
own rules, how can they make a profit and still claim that

they are consumer-friendly? Because they aren’t. Until they
are, the only way they can work is to be disingenuous and to

deceive their customers. They claim that Image Comics is
about making comics for everyone, but they’re not. Their
comic book sales are significantly bolstered by a steady

stream of Big 6 licensed product. Their retail sales are rising
and they’ve just announced a signing with the prolific Warren

Ellis that will likely cost Image a small fortune. So
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